
New initiatives implemented in KESCO 
 
Few new unique initiatives have been implemented in KESCO 

targeted at: 

 

(i) Improved Consumer Satisfaction 

(ii) Enhanced Revenue Realization, aiming at a 

financially independent KESCO 

 

The salient features of these unique initiatives are being briefly 

mentioned herein: 

(i) INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE CONSUMER SATISFACTION: 

a) Urja Mitra is first IVR based initiative in country to 

provide free information about power restoring 

/cuts/breakdown/shutdown to consumers, at their 

doorsteps, through voice calls (hindi) and sms 

(English), on their landline/mobile phones and hence 

establish mutual trust between citizens-officials. 

b) Dissemination of personalized voice calls (in MDs 

voice) to groups of consumers as well as officers, right 

up to Junior Engineer level, motivating them to avail 

benefit of new schemes and perform their duties 

sincerely. 

c) Distribution of KESCO Priority Card to selected non 

defaulter, supportive consumers entitling them to 

special privilege status and benefits by KESCO 



d) Single Window Solution has been launched in all 

divisions of KESCO to expedite new services 

connections, permanent disconnection, and load 

enhancement facility. 

e) Web Self Services (www.kesco.co.in) wherein 

consumers can make online bill payments (bulk as well 

as small consumers), check disposal status of 

complaints, new connection and PD, lodge online theft 

and general complaints, download various informative 

tools and forms, register their phone numbers to avail 

calls/sms of various schemes etc. 

In addition to above major changes, few more 

Initiatives to improve consumer satisfaction have 

been implemented, as in 24 * 7 Consumer Call 

center, Fast Transformer replacement, 

Establishemnt Upbhokta Sewa Kendra etc. 

(ii) INITIATIVES TO ENHANCE REVENUE REALIZATION: 

a) M-DRISHTI is a unique, only of its kind, mobile phone 

base real time tracking system of in-field revenue 

oriented activities of raids, meter replacement and 

disconnections. 

b) New options for bill payment 

1. Net Banking and Payment Gate way 

2. Payment through Mobile Phone 

3. Payment through ATM 

4. Pay from home 



i. For consumers non-Bulk through Meter 

readers, through doorstep cheque 

collection. 

ii. For selected non defaulter Bulk 

consumers by KESCO employees 

through doorsteps cheque collection. 

5. In addition, SMS are being sent to update 

consumers about their bills. 

6. Drop Down boxes for cheque collection. 

 

 


























